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1 Abstract1

We investigate overdetermined linear inverse problems for which the forward operator2

may not be given accurately. We introduce a new tool called the structure, based on3

the Wasserstein distance, and propose the use of this to diagnose and remedy forward4

operator error. Computing the structure turns out to use an easy calculation for a5

Euclidean homogeneous degree one distance, the Earth Mover’s Distance, based on6

recently developed algorithms. The structure is proven to distinguish between noise7

and signals in the residual and gives a plan to help recover the true direct operator8
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in some interesting cases. We expect to use this technique not only to diagnose the9

error, but also to correct it, which we do in some simple cases presented below.10

2 Introduction11

2.1 Motivation12

From medical imaging [1] to petroleum engineering [24] to meteorology [4], inverse13

problems are ubiquitous in science, engineering and mathematics. The goal of such14

problems is to recover an unknown quantity u given a known forward operator L15

and measurement b such that L(u) = b. In this work we consider the case where L is16

a linear operator and write L(u) ≡ Lu. While this choice facilitates a simple analysis17

in some places, the computational techniques developed here can be extended to18

consider non-linear operators.19

A considerable amount of work has been dedicated to solving inverse problems20

for a variety of forward operators, especially when L is linear. Powerful techniques21

have been developed that perform well in the presence of noise in b, singularities in22

L and various constraints on the solution u [20].23

Despite some great successes in the field of inverse problems, there are still math-24

ematical challenges that are difficult to address. One of these, which is important in a25

bevy of applications, is the calibration of forward operators. For example, computed26

tomography (CT) machines are calibrated using known phantoms for which the de-27

sired reconstruction is known exactly [30]; in synthetic aperture radar, reflectors28

provide a known ground truth on which devices and reconstruction algorithms are29

tuned [12]; and in some plasma imaging problems, the forward model has unknown30

parameters, and the model itself is possibly incomplete [33].31

Often the calibration problem can be formulated mathematically by considering32

a family of forward operators Lθ, parameterized by θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rp, with a unique θ̂ such33

that Lθ̂ best represents the underlying physical system. In other words, there exists a34

θ̂ such that L = Lθ̂ [29,33]. If θ̂ is estimated poorly, then an accurate approximation35

of u is often impossible, even with very sophisticated inverse procedures.36

The problem of detecting forward operator error is similar to that of blind decon-37

volution in image processing [5], where the task is to identify a blurring kernel and38

recover an image from a given blurry signal. The application of the blurring operator39

with the image can also be represented in the form Lu = b where the action of L40

gives the convolution with the blurring kernel. One important difference between the41

calibration problem considered here and the problem of blind deconvolution is that42

we will be considering overdetermined problems.43

2.2 Prior Work44

Methods for detecting and correcting for errors within the forward operator exist.45

One approach is total least squares [16], which generalizes the standard least squares46

method by allowing for error in L. This is expressed by the minimization problem47

min
v,J
‖L− J‖2

F + ‖b− Jv‖2
2 , (1)
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where L is the matrix representations of L, b is the vector representation of b, and48

‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm.49

This approach has the advantage of being relatively easy to analyze, robust under50

noise in the entries of L and solvable using standard linear algebra software. However,51

for calibration problems, the goal is not to remove entry-wise error in Lθ. Instead52

we seek a value of θ ≈ θ̂. Total least squares provides good reconstructions when L53

is a matrix whose entries are corrupted by noise. However it requires modification54

in order to be applied to the parametric calibration problem. In particular, adding55

the requirement J = Lθ for θ ∈ Θ to Eq. 1 make the resulting minimization problem56

more difficult to solve, and so may require code beyond standard linear algebra57

software.58

Another common approach for calibration is based on Bayesian techniques [19].59

In this setting measured data (possibly noisy) is assumed to be the sum of model60

output and a discrepancy function, both of which are modeled as Gaussian processes.61

We do not go into details of the Bayesian approach in this paper but intend to make62

comparisons with the EMD approach in future work. However, it is worth noting63

that the results in this paper do not rely on a Gaussian noise model.64

Our work is motivated in part by [7,8,34], where the authors use the quadratic65

Wasserstein metric to solve Full-Waveform Inversion (FWI) problems. In particular,66

it is demonstrated that the quadratic Wasserstein metric, as opposed to the L267

norm, provides an effective measure of the misfit between given data and computed68

solution.69

2.3 Our contribution70

In this paper we introduce a new tool, called the structure, that is based on the71

Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) from optimal transport. We show that the structure72

is sensitive to modeling errors in L, but insensitive to noise in b. For simple func-73

tional forms of Lθ, we demonstrate that the structure can successfully recover the74

correct parameter θ̂. The method can be implemented as a wrapper around exist-75

ing inverse problem solvers and thus can be easily integrated into preexisting work76

flows for solving inverse problems with minimal modifications to existing code bases.77

Moreover, due to recent advancements in the calculation of the EMD [21,22], the78

additional cost is reasonable.79

Our work extends that of [7,8,34] by considering different inverse problems, a80

more general noise model, and we use a different Wasserstein metric. See section 4.481

for more detail. We also show that new algorithms for computing the EMD can be82

combined with inverse problem solvers to diagnose forward operator error in general83

inverse problems.84

3 Background85

3.1 Inverse Problems86

Let U ⊂ L∞(X) and B ⊂ L∞(Y ) be function spaces defined over bounded rectangu-87

lar domains X ⊂ Rdx and Y ⊂ Rdy , respectively. We consider problems which come88
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from the discretization of the linear equation89

Lf = g (2)

where f ∈ U , g ∈ B, and L : U → B is a bounded linear operator.90

To discretize Eq. 2, we assume that for some ∆x > 0 and ∆y > 0, X and Y can
be partitioned into hypercubes Kx and Ky, respectively, of size = ∆xdy and ∆ydy ,
respectively, such that X = ∪iKx

i and Y = ∪jKy
j . We then let

U∆x = {f∆x ∈ U : f∆x|Kx is constant for all Kx ⊂ X} (3)
B∆y = {g∆y ∈ B : g∆y|Ky is constant for all Ky ⊂ Y }. (4)

The discrete version of Eq. 2 takes the form91

Lu = b, (5)

where u ∈ U∆x, b ∈ B∆y, and L : U∆x → B∆y is a bounded linear operator that92

approximates L. The exact forms of L, u, and b depend on the discretization. In the93

appendix, we present a discretization based on the assumption that L is generated94

by line integrals over paths Py ⊂ X that are parameterized by elements y ∈ Y .95

Solving Eq. 5 directly may not be practical if the condition number of L is large,96

as noise in b can be strongly amplified in the inversion process. A variational approach97

to address this difficulty is instead to solve98

ũ = L̃−1b ≡ argmin
v∈U∆x

‖Lv − b‖2
2 + Φ(v;λ), (6)

where Φ : U∆x → R+ is a regularizing functional with parameter λ ∈ R+. If Φ = 0,99

then Eq. 6 gives the least squares solution of Eq. 5. Nontrivial examples of Φ (which100

may require more regularity than L∞(X)) include101

1. Φ(v;λ) = λ ‖Cv‖2
2, where the linear operator C approximates a differential op-102

erator (Generalized Tikhonov regularization);103

2. Φ(v;λ) = λTV(v) (Total Variation regularization [27]);104

3. Φ(v;λ) = λ ‖Cv‖1, where C is a transformation to a space in which u is known105

to be sparse (Basis Pursuit in Compressed Sensing [14]);106

4. a weighted sum of the coefficients in some basis of U (such as a wavelet basis [23,107

6] or singular vectors [18]).108

These regularization methods are able to stably invert the operator L, at least109

approximately in the sense that Lũ = LL̃−1b ≈ b. Moreover, solutions of Eq. 6 are110

able to mitigate the effect of error within b; that is, even if b is corrupted (e.g. by111

noise), ũ will be a reasonable reconstruction. In contrast, a modest error in L will112

likely result in a terrible reconstruction, regardless of the choice of Φ. An example of113

this behavior is given in Fig. 1.114

For the purposes of this paper, we assume that there exists a family {Lθ}θ∈Θ of115

forward operators parameterized by θ ∈ Θ, and a unique θ̂ ∈ Θ such that Lθ̂ = L.116

Given a noisy measurement b+η, where η is the noise, and a model parameter θ, the117

approximate reconstruction of u, based on the regularization in Eq. 6 with operator118

Lθ, is given by119

ũθ,η = L̃−1
θ (b+ η). (7)
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(c) uθ when θ = 2.4 6≈ θ̂

Fig. 1: Demonstration of the sensitivity in the reconstruction in Eq. 6 to errors
in the forward operator. In this example L = Lθ̂ is the ‘academic operator’ from
[29], θ is the parameter R in [29, Table 1], and θ̂ = 2.3. In this problem Tikhonov
regularization was used to define the approximate inverse in Eq. 6.

where the tilde denotes the solution to a regularized problem of the form in Eq. 6120

(where the choice of Φ is understood). This notation will be used throughout the121

remainder of the paper.122

We define the residual as

rθ,η = (b+ η)− Lũθ,η = (I − LθL̃−1
θ )(b+ η) (8)

where I is the identity operator. The residual is the main object that we study to123

determine when the parameter θ is poorly chosen.124

3.2 Earth Mover’s Distance125

A key tool in our analysis of forward operator error is the Earth Mover’s Distance.126

Below we summarize the presentation in [22].127

Definition 1 (Wasserstein Distance) Let Ω ⊂ Rd be convex and compact, and128

let c : Ω×Ω → [0,+∞) be a distance. Given two non-negative distributions ρ1 : Ω →129

R+, ρ2 : Ω → R+ such that
∫
Ω
ρ1 =

∫
Ω
ρ2. For a given p ∈ N the p’th Wasserstein130

distance is131

Wp(ρ1, ρ2) =
(

min
π≥0

∫
Ω×Ω

c(x(1), x(2))pπ(x(1), x(2))dx(1)dx(2)
)1/p

,

subject to:
∫
Ω

π(x(1), x(2))dx(2) = ρ1(x(1)),∫
Ω

π(x(1), x(2))dx(1) = ρ2(x(2)).

(9)

The function c is called the ground metric and each feasible function π is referred132

to as a transport plan. In this work we set c(x(1), x(2)) =
∥∥x(1) − x(2)

∥∥
2. The Earth133

Mover’s Distance we define here is a special case of the Wasserstein distance where134

p = 1.135

Definition 2 (Earth Mover’s Distance) Let Ω ⊂ Rd be convex and compact,136

and let c : Ω × Ω → [0,+∞) be a distance. Given two non-negative distributions137
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ρ1 : Ω → R+, ρ2 : Ω → R+ such that
∫
Ω
ρ1 =

∫
Ω
ρ2. The Earth Mover’s Distance138

(EMD) between ρ1 and ρ2 is139

EMD(ρ1, ρ2) = W1(ρ1, ρ2). (10)

The EMD can also be written in the equivalent form [10]140

EMD(ρ1, ρ2) = min
m

∫
Ω

‖m(x)‖2 dx,

subject to: ∇ ·m(x) + ρ2(x)− ρ1(x) = 0,
m(x) · n(x) = 0 ∀x ∈ ∂Ω,

(11)

where n(x) is the normal vector at x ∈ ∂Ω. This formulation is the basis for recently141

developed algorithms in [21,22].142

4 Applying EMD to inverse problems143

4.1 Residual and operator correctness144

In a variational reconstruction procedure, the quality of the fit can be investigated145

by an analysis of rθ,η and Φ(ũθ,η). Generally, the larger λ the larger the first term146

and the smaller the second and vice-versa. Typically the value of λ is chosen in147

an attempt to balance these contributions [17,18]. However if an incorrect forward148

operator is used, rθ,η will have an additional contribution that does not depend on149

λ.150

The characterization above can be made precise in the case of Tikhonov regular-151

ization by introducing a matrix notation and using Generalized Singular Value De-152

composition [15, Chapter 8.7.3]. To this end, let n = dim(U∆x) and m = dim(B∆y),153

and expand u and b in terms of characteristic basis functions:154

u(x) =
n∑
j=1

ujχKx
j
(x) and b(y) =

m∑
i=1

biχKy
i
(y). (12)

Then Eq. 5 becomes155

Lu = b. (13)

where u = (u1, . . . , un), b = (b1, . . . , bm), and L has components

Li,j = 1
∆ydy

∫
Y

χKy
i
LχKx

j
dy. (14)

Definition 3 (GSVD) Let A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Ro×n be two matrices such that156

null(A) ∩ null(B) = ∅. The Generalized Singular Value Decomposition (GSVD) of157

the matrix pair (A,B) is given by158

A = UΣZT and B = VΓZT , (15)

where U ∈ Rm×n and V ∈ Ro×n are orthogonal; Z ∈ Rn×n is invertible; and

Σ = diag(σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Rn×n and Γ = diag(γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ Rn×n (16)
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are diagonal matrices such that159

1 ≥ σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σn ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ · · · ≤ γn ≤ 1, (17)

with Σ2 + Γ2 = I.160

Using the GSVD, we obtain the following:161

Proposition 1 (Residual with Tikhonov regularization) Suppose Lu = b, where162

L ∈ Rm×n and m > n. Let ũθ,η be defined by Eq. 7 with Φ(v;λ) = λ ‖Cv‖2
2, where163

C ∈ Ro×n, and a noise vector η ∈ Rm whose elements are independent and spheri-164

cally symmetric—that is, η and Qη have the same probability distribution function165

for any orthogonal matrix Q ∈ Rm×m. Assume that null(Lθ) ∩ null(C) = ∅ so that166

the GSVD167

Lθ = UθΣθZTθ C = VθΓθZTθ (18)

for the matrix pair (Lθ,C) is well-defined. Then the residual rθ,η associated to ũθ,η
satisfies the bound

‖rθ,η‖2
2 ≤

∥∥(I−UθUT
θ )b
∥∥2

2 + ‖(b− Lθu)‖2
2

+ 1
4λ
∥∥ZTθ u

∥∥2
2 +

m− n+ Tr(D̂2
θ,λ))

m
E
[
‖η‖2

2

]
. (19)

The proof of Proposition 1 is in the appendix.168

This result shows how calibration error can induce O(1) terms (with respect169

to the regularization parameter λ) into the residual, the first two terms in Eq. 19.170

The noise that is orthogonal to the image of Lθ also induces O(1) terms, even if171

θ = θ̂. Thus it is important to develop tools that can differentiate between these two172

contributions. For completeness, one should also consider regularization with more173

general forms of Φ. Unfortunately in many situations, the operator L̃−1
θ is nonlinear,174

and a rigorous analysis in this vein is much more difficult.175

4.2 Introduction to the structure176

We introduce a mathematical tool to detect contributions to rθ,η that are due to177

errors in the operator L, i.e., when θ 6= θ̂, and is insensitive to noise in the residual.178

This tool, which we call the structure, is a functional built using the Earth Mover’s179

Distance (EMD).180

Definition 4 (Structure) For any f ∈ L1(Ω), the structure of f is181

struc [f ] = EMD(f+, f−), (20)

where182

f+(x) = max(f(x)− µ, 0) and f−(x) = max(µ− f(x), 0) (21)

and µ = 1
‖Ω‖

∫
Ω
f(x)dx.183

The following proposition is proven in the appendix.184
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Proposition 2 (Basic Properties of Structure) The operator struc [·] satisfies185

the following properties:186

1. it is a semi-norm on L1(Ω);187

2. for all g ∈ L1(Ω) and c ∈ R,188

struc [g] = struc [g + c] ; (22)

3. struc [c] = 0 for any constant c ∈ R;189

4. if ρ1 : Ω → R+, ρ2 : Ω → R+ and
∫
Ω
ρ1 =

∫
Ω
ρ2,190

struc [ρ2 − ρ1] = EMD(ρ1, ρ2). (23)

Using struc [·] is a good strategy for detecting operator error for several reasons:191

– The struc [·] is small when applied to piecewise noise and large when applied to192

a (non-constant) smooth function. (Rigorous statements this effect are made in193

Section 4.3 below). Thus struc [rθ,η] will be small when the forward operator is194

correct and large when it is not. Although the struc [·] of a constant is zero, any195

such contribution to the residual can be discerned by applying a standard norm196

to its spatial average.197

– With recent algorithmic advances [21,22], the underlying EMD calculation for198

computing struc [·] can be performed quickly. For example when b ∈ R256×R256,199

the structure calculation takes less than a second on consumer grade hardware.200

– Because its evaluation does not affect the actual inverse procedure, the structure201

calculation can be incorporated into existing work flows without altering old202

code. Thus it can be quickly integrated into an existing toolbox for solving inverse203

problems.204

– The struc [rθ,η] calculation produces not only a number, but also outputs a trans-205

port plan (see Figs. 4b, 4d). For certain classes of forward operators this addi-206

tional information can be leveraged to correct forward operators with minimal207

tuning. This idea will be explored in future work.208

4.3 Theoretical Results209

In this section we establish some theoretical results which support the use of the210

structure as a tool for diagnosing structural errors in the forward operator of an211

inverse problem. The proofs of Theorems 1–2 are given in Appendix. A.212

Theorem 1 (Characterization of noise by structure) Given non-negative in-213

tegers integers d and `, let Ω = [0, 1)d and let O` =
{
ω`,1, . . . , ω`,2`d

}
partition Ω214

into 2`d hypercubes of volume 2−`d. Define h` : Ω → R by215

h`(y) = η`,1χ`,1(y) + · · ·+ η`,2`dχ`,2`d(y) (24)

where216

χ`,i(y) =

{
1, x ∈ ω`,i,
0, x 6∈ ω`,i,

(25)
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and {η`,i}2`d
i=1 is a set i.i.d. random variables with mean µ and variance σ2 (See Fig.217

2 for a visualization of h`.) If ε` = 2−`, then as `→∞, ε` → 0 and218

E [struc [h`]] ≤ σ

{
−ε` log ε`, d = 2,
2
√
dε`, d > 2,

(26)

where the expectation is with respect to the weights η`,i.219

(a) h1 (b) h2 (c) h3 (d) h4

Fig. 2: Example of h` when d = 2, µ = 0, and σ = 1.

Lemma 1 (L2 norm of Noise) Given the assumptions of Thm. 1, suppose further220

that µ = 0. Then221

E
[
‖h`‖2

2

]
= σ2, (27)

where the expectation is with respect to the weights η`,i.222

Theorem 2 (Characterization of a smooth function by structure) Given
the assumptions of Thm. 1, let R` : B → Bε` . If

R`φ(y) = 1
ω`,i

∫
ω`,i

φ(z)dz, ∀y ∈ ω`,i. (28)

where φ ∈ C1 (Y ) then223

|struc [R`φ]− struc [φ]| ≤ C(|∇φ|) dε2` , (29)

where the constant C depends on the maximum of ∇φ on Y . In particular,224

struc [R`φ]→ struc [φ] as `→ +∞. (30)

4.4 Comparison with prior work225

The work here is inspired, in part, by the study of seismic imaging inverse problems in
[7,8,34]. There the authors measure the misfit between simulated and measured data
using the Wasserstein distance squared W 2

2 (ρ1, ρ2) = (W2(ρ1, ρ2))2. To handle the
possibly negative distributions, the authors in [7,8,34] introduce the misfit function

d(f, g) = W 2
2

(
max(f, 0)∫
max(f, 0)dx

,
max(g, 0)∫
max(g, 0)dx

)
+W 2

2

(
max(−f, 0)∫
max(−f, 0)dx

,
max(−g, 0)∫
max(−g, 0)dx

)
(31)
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which plays a similar role to struc [f − g] in this work. In [7, Section 2.6] the authors226

show that d is insensitive to noise, with a scaling result that is similar to Thm. 1 up227

to a logarithmic factor. Specifically, if f and g are two non-negative functions such228

that f − g has the form of h`, defined in Eq. 24), with uniformly distributed noise,229

then230

d(f, g) = O(ε`). (32)

The approach taken in [7,8,34] differs from the approach in this paper in at231

least two key ways. First is the choice of W 2
2 rather than W1. This has the following232

consequences:233

– W2 and W 2
2 have the property of cyclic monotonicity (see [9, Sec. 2.1] for a234

definition and proof), which can be used to show convexity of d with respect to235

shifts, dilation and partial amplitude loss. In this work we make no such claims236

about the convexity of struc [·].237

– As a semi-norm, the EMD (like all Wp for p ∈ [1,∞)) is a degree-one homoge-238

neous functional and satisfies a triangle inequality (see [32, p. 94]. The functional239

W 2
2 has neither property. For example of the latter, let f = 2χ0,1/2, h = 2χ1/2,1240

and g = 2χ1,3/2. Then W 2
2 (f, h) = 1

4 , W 2
2 (h, g) = 1

4 but W 2
2 (f, g) = 1, then241

W 2
2 (f, g) > W 2

2 (f, h) +W 2
2 (h, g). (33)

– Redefining d with W2 instead of W 2
2 would recover a triangle inequality and242

degree-one homogeneity. However, the cost of such a modification would be to243

increase the sensitivity of d to noise. Indeed, the scaling in Eq. 32 would change244

from O(ε`) to O(ε1/2
` ), which is significantly slower than the scaling in Thm. 1.245

– Finally, W1 is more directly analogous to the definition of work used throughout
physics, distance times effort. Consider the case when

f(x) = 1
2χ[0,2](x) g(x) = 1

2χ[1,3](x) (34)

and the two transport plans

π1(x1, x2) =

{
1/2 if x2 = 1 + x1 and x1 ∈ [0, 2]
0 otherwise

(35)

π2(x1, x2) =

{
1/2 if x2 = 2 + x1 and x1 ∈ [0, 1]
0 otherwise

(36)

The cost of π1 as measured by W2 is twice that of π2. Both plans cost the same246

as measured by W1. In words W2 ‘prefers’ to make many smaller movements as247

opposed to fewer larger movements, while W1 is agnostic to such differences.248

The second key difference between the approach in [7,8,34] and the approach249

taken here lies in the definition of d and struc [·], both of which are used to address250

the fact that the Wasserstein metric is only defined for non-negative distributions251

with the same mass. It is worth noting that d(f, g) and struc [·] could be defined252

using any Wassterstein metric. However, d introduces several undesirable artifacts.253
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– The normalization in the definition means that

d(λf, λg) = d(f, g), ∀λ ∈ R+. (37)

In particular, unlike struc [·], it is not degree-one homogeneous.254

– Special care is required in the case that max(f, 0) ≡ 0 but max(g, 0) 6≡ 0. Indeed255

one of the reasons that the results in Eq. 32 require f and g to be positive256

and differ only by uniform noise is that small changes is the noise can alter the257

support of max(f, 0) and max(g, 0). The struc [·] has no such restrictions on the258

noise model.259

– The struc [·] is continuous w.r.t. the L1(Ω) norm provided that Ω is bounded
(see Lemma 5). d(f, g), however, is not. For example consider, the functions

fε = χ[ε,1−ε] − εχ(1−ε,1], gε = −εχ[0,ε) + χ[ε,1−ε] − εχ(1−ε,1]. (38)

Clearly fε − gε → 0 in L1(Ω) as ε→ 0; however,

lim
ε→0

d(fε, gε) ≥ lim
ε→0

1
2

(
1 + ε

4

)2
= 1

2 . (39)

This lack of continuity due to sign changes is one of the reasons for having260

restrictions on the noise model for d(f, g).261

– The kernel of struc [·] consists of constant functions, and so struc [f − g] = 0 ⇐⇒262

f = g + c for some constant c. This c is easily recovered by computing the263

difference between the averages if f and g.On the other hand, the kernel of d is264

Ker(d) =
{

(f, g) ∈ L1 × L1 : max(f, 0) = λ+ max(g, 0) and
max(−f, 0) = λ−max(−g, 0) for λ+, λ− ∈ R+

}
(40)

It is more difficult to account for such a kernel.265

5 Numerical Results266

In this section we present the results of several numerical experiments. We make two
simplying assumptions. First, we let X and Y be two dimensional domains. This
choice is motivated by ease of visualization as well as the availability of code to
quickly compute the EMD in two dimensions. We, however, believe that our results
generalize well to high dimensional problems. Second, we assume that Lθ is linear in
θ. This choice is for simplicity, but it also is a reasonable approximation for finding
a local optimum. Indeed, if Lθ smoothly depends on θ, then L is locally linear:

Lθ̂+δθ = Lθ̂ +∇θL(θ̂) · δθ +O(δθ2). (41)

For each experiment, we provide with a known signal u and a family of operators267

{Lθ}θ∈Θ. We then set L = Lθ̂ for some θ̂ ∈ Θ, generate a measurement b = Lθ̂u,268

and examine the behavior of struc [rθ,η] as a function of θ. The expectation is that269

θ̂ ≈ θ∗ := argmin
θ∈Θ

struc [rθ,η] . (42)
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Parameter Value Parameter Value Ref. Parameter Value Ref.
Discretization1 Inversion struc [·]
∆x 1/64 Φ(·, λ) λTV(u) [27] Max Iter 8000 [22]
∆y 1/100 λ 10 [27] EMDµ 7e-6 [22]

µ 100 [14] EMDτ 3 [22]
Bregman Iterations 10 [14]

Table 1: Numerical parameters for Experiments 1 - 3.

The first two experiments show that indeed θ∗ ≈ θ̂ even with relatively high noise.270

The final experiment illustrates that the method performs better as the problem271

becomes more overdetermined. We report a figure of merit, the contrast, defined as:272

cont(F ) = max(F )−min(F )
max(F ) + min(F ) (43)

for any F : Θ → R+ that is not identically zero. The contrast measures the depth
of a minimum, and the greater the contrast, the less the location of the minimum
changes in the presence of additive noise in F . In all three experiments we compare
the contrast of struc [·] with the discrete norms ‖·‖1 and ‖·‖2. For any z ∈ B∆y these
norms are given by,

‖z‖1 = ∆y2
∑
i1,i2

|zi1,i2 | and ‖z‖2 = ∆y

(∑
i1,i2

z2
i1,i2

)1/2

(44)

We also generate plots of all three (semi-) norms as a function of the parameter θ.273

5.1 Implementation Details274

The implementation of each of these experiments involves four basic steps: (i) the275

generation of the random forward operators Lθ; (ii) generation of the signal u, mea-276

surement b and noise η; (iii) calculation of ũθ,η; and (iv) computation of the struc [·].277

The specific values of parameters needed to recreate our results are given in Table278

1.279

1. Generation of the random forward operators. Recall the definitions in280

Section 3.1. A forward operator Lθ, even an academic one, but rather a the281

discretization of an operator L : U → B. In applications, Lθ models the action282

of some physical process which produces a measurement. For example in seis-283

mic imaging the forward operator is the propagation of a seismic wave [7], and284

in plasma imaging in tokamaks the forward operator couples the optics of the285

camera with the symmetries of the plasma [33].286

For our experiments, we presume that L is a Line Integral Operator (LIO). (See287

Appendix B for details.) If f : X → R and g : Y → R, then for each y ∈ Y, g(y)288

represents the integral of f over some path p(y). Some examples of common LIO289

are the Radon, Abel and Helical Abel transforms [29].290

1 ∆x and ∆y both change for Experiment 3, however the other parameters are fixed.
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2. Generation of the signal, measurement and noise. The underlying signal291

u ∈ U∆x is a series of concentric rings (see Fig. 3a). Then we apply Lθ̂ to u292

to obtain a noiseless measurement b ∈ B∆y (see Fig. 3b). The noisy signal (see293

Fig. 3c) is generated by adding independent white noise η with mean zero and294

variance σ to each element of b so that295

SNR =
‖b‖2
‖η‖2

(45)

is at a specified level.296

0

100

200

(a) u.

100

120

140

160

180

(b) b = Lθ̂u.

100

120

140

160

180

(c) b+ η.

Fig. 3: The signal u, measurement b, and noisy measure b+ η for Experiment 1.

3. Computation of ũθ,η. Throughout these experiments, we use the inversion
procedure of the form of Eq. 6 with Φ(v;λ) = λ ‖Cv‖1 where C is a one-sided
discrete approximation of the gradient operator:

(Cv)2i,j = 1
dx

(vi,j − v`−1,j)

(Cv)2i+1,j = 1
dy

(vi,j − vi,j−1) (46)

where vi,j is the i’th x and j’th y component of the vector v, and likewise297

for (Cv)i,j .This is TV regularization and has found wide success within image298

processing, especially when the underlying signal to be recovered is piecewise299

constant [14,27].300

To solve the resulting non-linear variational problem, we use the Split-Bregman301

algorithm, specifically the Generalized Split-Bregman Algorithm (GSBA) of [14],302

which requires specification of a step size parameter µ (called λ in [14]). GSBA303

requires the repeated solution of the linaer system (LTL + λ2CTC)x = y. The304

matrix (LTL + λ2CTC) is sparse and so we solve it using the L-BFGS [2,35]305

method (limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno[3,11,13,31]).306

4. Computation of the struc [·]. Computing struc [·] requires computing EMD.307

The algorithm that we use is given in [21,22,28].308

5.2 Experiment 1309

This experiment is based on a normalized Eq. 41 where p = 1. Let L0 and L1 be two310

operators generated as described in Appendix B. We define θ ∈ [0, 1] and311

Lθ = (1− θ)L0 + θL1. (47)
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-100

0

100

(a) r0.04,η (b) m̂0.04

-100

0

100

(c) r0.48,η (d) m̂0.48

Fig. 4: Results from Experiment 1. The residual and flow m̂θ that minimizes Eq.
11 for a given θ. In Figs. 4b and 4d, the orientation of the arrows represents the
direction m̂θ, and the length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitude.

Fig. 4 is a plot of the residual for different values of θ. In Fig. 4a, θ = 0.04, and312

in Fig. 4c θ = 0.48. Upon close inspection, one can see that from Fig. 4a that313

when θ is small the residual visually looks like white noise, whereas from Fig. 4c314

when θ is large the residual has underlying structure in addition to the noise. It is,315

however, difficult to see. Despite these two plots appearing similar they have very316

different structures, struc [r0.04,η] ≈ 0.06 and struc [r0.48,η] ≈ 0.54. The structure is317

also evident by looking at Figs. 4b, 4d, which are m from Eq. 11. Note that when318

θ = 0.04, m is higgledy-piggledy, whereas when θ = 0.48, m appears much more319

orderly.320

A plot of struc [rθ,η] vs θ is given in Fig. 5. Clearly, struc [rθ,η] is minimized321

when θ ≈ 0. Further, we note that struc [rθ,η] is increasing as a function of θ when322

θ ∈ [0, 0.5], however then decreases. This is expected behavior around the minimum,323

however the problem is evidently not convex away from θ̂. This is important to keep324

in mind for future work.325

0 0.5 1
0

2

4

6

(a) struc
[
rθ,η
]

vs θ.

0 0.5 1
0

10

20

(b)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥1

vs θ.

0 0.5 1
0

10

20

30

(c)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥2

vs θ.

Fig. 5: Results from Experiment 1. The value of rθ,η as measured by struc [·] , ‖·‖1
and ‖·‖2. In all examples the minimum occurs when θ = 0 however the contrast is
greatest for struc [·].

5.3 Experiment 2326

Experiment 2 is also based on a normalized Eq. 41, however in this case p = 2 and327

θ̂ =
( 1

2 ,
1
2
)
. The true signal used in Experiment 2 is the same as in Experiment 1328
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(see Fig. 3a). This experiment studies the change in the contrast for struc [·] , ‖·‖1329

and ‖·‖2 as the SNR decreases. The results are summarized in Table 2.330
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0

0.5

1 0

1

2

3

(a) struc
[
rθ,η
]

vs θ

0 0.5 1

0

0.5

1 0
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10

(b)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥1

vs θ

0 0.5 1

0

0.5

1 0

5

10

(c)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥2

vs θ

Fig. 6: Results from Experiment 2. In these plots SNR = 25.
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(b)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥1

vs θ
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(c)
∥∥rθ,η∥∥2

vs θ

Fig. 7: Results from Experiment 2. In these plots SNR = 5.

Contrast struc
[
rθ,η
] ∥∥rθ,η∥∥1

∥∥rθ,η∥∥2
SNR = 25 0.7547 0.3493 0.3544
SNR = 5 0.5917 0.0398 0.0404

Table 2: Results from Experiment 2. The contrast for different choices of
(semi)norms. Larger is better.

In all cases, the contrast of struc [·] is greatest, and the contrast of struc [·] relative331

to ‖·‖1 of ‖·‖2 increases as the problem becomes more noisy. This suggests that332

struc [·] is a more robust choice of semi-norm for measuring the level of miscalibration333

of Lθ, especially when noise levels are high.334

5.4 Experiment 3335

The final experiment examines the necessity of the overdetermined assumption of
Lθ. We repeat the setup of Experiment 2; however we fix the SNR = 25 and instead
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adjust ∆y so that Lθ : U∆x → B∆y becomes a square operator. We start with a fixed
reference ∆y0, and consider

B∆y0
∼= R100×100 B4/3∆y0

∼= R75×75 B2∆y0
∼= R50×50 B4∆y0

∼= R25×25. (48)

In all cases, U∆x ∼= R25×25 is fixed. Each of the B in Eq. 48 are plotted in Fig. 8.
The values of

θs = argmin
θ∈Θ

struc [rθ,η] θ1 = argmin
θ∈Θ

‖rθ,η‖1 θ2 = argmin
θ∈Θ

‖rθ,η‖2 (49)

as well as the contrast are recorded in Table 3. Finally, plots of struc [rθ,η], ‖rθ,η‖1,336

and ‖rθ,η‖2 vs θ as ∆y increases are Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12.337

100

150

(a) b ∈ R100×100

100

150

(b) b ∈ R75×75

100

150

(c) b ∈ R50×50

100

150

(d) b ∈ R25×25

Fig. 8: Results from Experiment 3. Plot of b for various choices of ∆y (see Eq. 48).
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(c)
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vs θ

Fig. 9: Results from Experiment 3. In these plots L : R25×25 → R100×100. See Table
3 for the contrast, θs, θ1, and θ2.

Throughout all trials of this experiment, θs was closer to θ̂ then θ1 or θ2. Addition-338

ally, the contrast is highest when the struc [·] is used, except when B4∆y0
∼= R25×25.339

These results show also that the degree to which the problem is overdetermined is in-340

deed important. The more overdetermined the problem, the more nearly struc [rθ,η]341

is minimized at θ̂. Further, the more overdetermined the problem the greater the342

contrast of struc [·] relative to ‖·‖1 or ‖·‖2. When B∆y0
∼= R100×100, cont(struc [rθ,η])343

is more than twice either cont(‖rθ,η‖1) or cont(‖rθ,η‖2). The ratio of cont(struc [rθ,η])344

to either cont(‖rθ,η‖1) or cont(‖rθ,η‖2) decreases as L becomes square, until finally345

B4∆y0
∼= R25×25 and all three contrasts are similar. These results are consistent with346

Thms. 1 - 2, which together suggest that as ∆y decreases, the ability of struc [·] to347

distinguish between noise and structure increases.348
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Fig. 10: Results from Experiment 3. In these plots L : R25×25 → R75×75. See Table
3 for the contrast, θs, θ1, and θ2.
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Fig. 11: Results from Experiment 3. In these plots L : R25×25 → R50×50. See Table
3 for the contrast, θs, θ1, and θ2.
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Fig. 12: Results from Experiment 3. In these plots L : R25×25 → R25×25. See Table
3 for the contrast, θs, θ1, and θ2.

6 Conclusion349

In this work we have developed a new functional called the structure, which is suitable350

for detecting forward operator error as it arises in inverse problems. The structure is351

defined by use of the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD), using a very rapid algorithm352

and a homogeneous degree one distance. The structure takes as input the residual353

from an existing inverse procedure, and can be computed quickly. We prove some354

apparently new results concerning the treatment of noise by EMD. Further, we con-355

sistent with these theoretical results we perform numerical experiments and show356
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θs θ1 θ2

b ∈ R100×100 (0.55,0.55) (0.55,0.55) (0.55,0.55)
b ∈ R75×75 (0.55,0.55) (0.55,0.60) (0.55,0.60)
b ∈ R50×50 (0.55,0.50) (0.55,0.65) (0.60,0.60)
b ∈ R25×25 (0.45,0.70) (0.75,0.90) (0.70,0.90)

Contrast struc
[
rθ,η
] ∥∥rθ,η∥∥1

∥∥rθ,η∥∥2
b ∈ R100×100 0.7044 0.3155 0.3215
b ∈ R75×75 0.5877 0.2876 0.2931
b ∈ R50×50 0.3677 0.2337 0.2376
b ∈ R25×25 0.1116 0.1198 0.1125

Table 3: Results from Experiment 3. The above two tables record the location of
the minimizer and contrast. Closer to (0.5, 0.5) is better for θ, and the larger the
contrast the better.

that the structure is able to distinguish between error in the modeling of a forward357

operator, and noise in the signal of an inverse problem.358

Our numerical results concern a model linear forward operator. On these prob-359

lems the structure of the residual is indeed minimized when the correct forward360

operator is used and. The L1 or L2 norms of the residual are also minimized around361

the correct forward operator, the structure, however, is more localized and has bet-362

ter contrast around the minimum. Further, we observe that the degree to which the363

inverse problem is overdetermined is pivotal to the success of our procedure. The364

more over determined the problem, the more useful the structure. This is borne out365

by the analysis in the case of linear regularization, as well as the numerical results366

on more sophisticated problem.367

In the future, we will extend our work to more sophisticated non-linear operators368

and promote our error detecting method into an error correcting method.369

A Proofs370

Proof (Proof of Proposition 1) Given Φ(v;λ) = λ ‖Cv‖2
2, the normal equations for Eq. 6 are371

(LTθ Lθ + λCTC)ũθ,η = LTθ (b + η). (50)

Therefore L̃−1
θ

= (LTθ Lθ+λCTCT )−1LTθ . Using the GSVD in Eq. Eq. 18, a direct calculation372

gives373

LθL̃−1
θ

= UθDθ,λUT
θ , where Dθ,λ :=

Σ2
θ

Σ2
θ

+ λΓ2
θ

∈ Rn×n. (51)

Thus according to the definition of the residual in Eq. 8,

rθ,η = (I− LL̃−1)(b + η) = UθD̂θ,λUT
θ (b + η) + (I−UθUT

θ )(b + η) (52)

where374

D̂θ,λ := (I−Dθ,λ) =
λΓ2

θ

Σ2
θ

+ λΓ2
θ

> 0. (53)

We first bound two of the deterministic components of the residual. Using the GSVD,

UθD̂θ,λUT
θ b = UθD̂θ,λUT

θ Lθu + UθD̂θ,λUT
θ (b− Lθu)

= UθD̂θ,λΣθZTθ u + UθD̂θ,λUT
θ (b− Lθu). (54)
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Since
∥∥D̂θ,λ

∥∥
2
≤ 1 and Uθ is orthogonal, it follows that375 ∥∥UθD̂θ,λUT

θ (b− Lθu)
∥∥2

2
≤ ‖(b− Lθu)‖2

2 (55)

Furthermore, since376

D̂θ,λΣθ =
λΓ2

θΣθ

Σ2
θ

+ λΓ2
θ

≤
1
2
√
λΓθ ≤

1
2
√
λI (56)

(where the inequalities between the diagonal matrices above are interpreted element-wise), it377

follows that378 ∥∥UθD̂θ,λΣθZTθ u
∥∥2

2
≤
∥∥D̂θ,λΣθ

∥∥2
2

∥∥ZTθ u
∥∥2

2
≤

1
4
λ
∥∥ZTθ u

∥∥2
2
. (57)

We next bound the noise component of the residual. Let Wθ ∈ Rm×(m−n) be a matrix such379

that Q := (Uθ|Wθ) ∈ Rm×m is orthogonal and set380

α =
(

α‖
α⊥

)
:= QT η =

(
UT
θ η

WT
θ η

)
. (58)

Then381 ∥∥(I− LL̃−1)η
∥∥2

2
=
∥∥UθD̂θ,λUT

θ η + (I−UθUT
θ )η
∥∥2

2
=
∥∥UθD̂θ,λα‖

∥∥2
2

+ ‖Wθα⊥‖2
2 , (59)

where the last equality uses the fact that the columns of Uθ and Wθ are orthogonal and I−
UθUT

θ = WθWT
θ . Due to the spherical symmetry assumption on η, α‖ and α⊥ are spherically

symmetric random variables of dimension n and m − n, respectively, with components that
are independent. Therefore

E
[∥∥UθD̂θ,λα‖

∥∥2
2

]
= E
[∥∥D̂θ,λα‖

∥∥2
2

]
=

n∑
i=1

(
λγ2
i

σ2
i + λγ2

i

)2

E
[
η2
i

]
=

1
m

Tr(D̂2
θ,λ)E

[
‖η‖2

2
]

(60)

and382

E
[
Wθ ‖α⊥‖2

2
]

= E
[
‖α⊥‖2

2
]

=
m− n
m

E
[
‖η‖2

2
]
. (61)

This completes the proof.383

Proof (Proof of Proposition 2) It is convenient to write Eq. 11 in the abstract form384

EMD(ρ1, ρ2) = min
m∈C(ρ1,ρ2)

T (m). (62)

In addition, for any f ∈ L1(Ω), let mf be a minimizer of T (f+, f−) over C(f+, f−) so that385

struc [f ] = T (mf ).386

1. We check absolute homogeneity, positivity, and the triangle inequality.387

(a) To check absolute homogeneity, let λ ∈ R be a nonzero scalar. By linearity, m ∈
C(|λ|f, |λ|g) if and only if |λ|−1m ∈ C(f, g). Therefore

EMD(|λ|f, |λ|g) = min
m∈C(|λ|f,|λ|g)

T (m)

= min
m∈C(f,g)

T (|λ|m) = |λ| min
m∈C(f,g)

T (m) = |λ|EMD(f, g), (63)

If λ > 0, Eq. 63 implies that388

struc [λf ] = EMD(λf+, λf−) = |λ|EMD(f+, f−) = |λ| struc [f ] (64)

If λ < 0, then (λf)± = |λ|f∓. Again Eq. 63 implies that

struc [λf ] = EMD((λf)+, (λf)−) = EMD(|λ|f−, |λ|f+)

= |λ|EMD(f−, f+) = |λ|EMD(f+, f−) = |λ| struc [f ] . (65)

Finally, if λ = 0, then the fact that struc [λf ] = λ struc [f ] = 0 is trivial.389
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(b) Positivity follows immediately from the positivity of EMD.390

(c) The triangle inequality follows from the fact that391

(f + g)+ − (f + g)− = (f+ − f−) + (g+ − g−) (66)

for all f, g ∈ L1(Ω). Thus if mf ∈ C(f+, f−) and mg ∈ C(g+, g−), then mf +mg ∈
C
(
(f + g)+, (f + g)−

)
. Along with the triangle inequality for T , this implies that

struc [f + g] ≡ T (mf+g) ≤ T (mf +mg) ≤ T (mf ) + T (mg) ≡ struc [f ] + struc [g] .
(67)

2. Because 1
‖Ω‖

∫
Ω

(g+c)dx = 1
‖Ω‖

∫
Ω
gdx+c, we have that g+ = (g+c)+, and g− = (g+c)−.392

Therefore393

struc [g + c] = EMD
(
(g + c)+, (g + c)−

)
= EMD(g+, g−) = struc [g] . (68)

3. Let g = 0 in Eq. 68 above. Then

struc [c] = struc [0] = 0, ∀c ∈ R. (69)

4. Because the constraint in Eq. 11 involves only the difference of ρ1 and ρ2, it follows that
EMD(ρ1, ρ2) = EMD(ρ1 + f, ρ2 + f) for any non-negative f ∈ L1(Ω). Moreover, because
ρ2 and ρ1 have the same mass, the average of ρ2 − ρ1 is zero. Hence,

struc [ρ2 − ρ1] = EMD(max(ρ2 − ρ1, 0),max(ρ1 − ρ2, 0))
= EMD(max(ρ2 − ρ1, 0) + min(ρ1, ρ2),max(ρ1 − ρ2, 0) + min(ρ1, ρ2))

(70)

Since ∀x, y ∈ R,max(x− y, 0) + min(x, y) = x, it follows from Eq. 70 that394

struc [ρ2 − ρ1] = EMD(ρ2, ρ1) = EMD(ρ1, ρ2) (71)

395

Before proving Thm. 1-3, we will first prove two useful lemmas, which will be used exten-396

sively.397

Lemma 2 (EMD triangle inequality) Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded set and f , g, h ∈ L∞(Ω)398

and
∫
Ω
fdx =

∫
Ω
hdx =

∫
Ω
gdx. Then399

EMD(f, g) ≤ EMD(f, h) + EMD(h, g). (72)

Proof Recall from Prop. 2 that struc [f − g] = EMD(f, g), then by the triangle inequality of
struc [·],

EMD(f, g) = struc [f − g] ≤ struc [f − h] + struc [h− g] = EMD(f, h) + EMD(h, g) (73)

Lemma 3 (struc [·] and EMD of the mean) Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded set and f ∈ L∞(Ω) and400

µ = 1
|Ω|

∫
Ω
fdx. Then401

struc [f ] = EMD(f, µ). (74)

Proof Recall from Prop. 2 that EMD(f, g) = EMD(f + h, g + h), therefore

struc [f ] = EMD(f+, f−) = EMD(f+ + (µ− f−), f− + (µ− f−)) = EMD(f, µ). (75)

Lemma 4 (EMD Subadditivity) If EMD(f1, g1) and EMD(f2, g2) are well defined, then402

so too is EMD(f1 + f2, g1 + g2), and403

EMD(f1 + f2, g1 + g2) ≤ EMD(f1, g1) + EMD(f2, g2). (76)
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Proof We use the Eq. 10 of the EMD. Let π1 and π2 satisfy the constraint of Eq. 9 for
EMD(f1, g1) and EMD(f2, g2) resp. Then clearly∫

Ω

(π1 + π2)dx(2) = f1 + f2∫
Ω

(π1 + π2)dx(1) = g1 + g2

π1 + π2 ≥ 0, (77)

and so by the minimality of the EMD,

EMD(f1, g1) + EMD(f2, g2) =
∫
Ω×Ω

cπ1dx
(1)dx(2) +

∫
Ω×Ω

cπ2dx
(1)dx(2)

=
∫
Ω×Ω

c(π1 + π2)dx(1)dx(2)

≥ min
π≥0

∫
Ω×Ω

cπdx(1)dx(2)

= EMD(f1 + f2, g1 + g2) (78)

where π is subject to the constraints of Eq. 9 where ρ1 = f1 + f2 and ρ2 = g1 + g2.404

Lemma 5 (EMD is bounded by the L1 norm) Let Ω be a bounded set, and l ≥
∥∥x(1) − x(2)

∥∥
2

405

for all x(1), x(2) ∈ Ω. If f, g : Ω → R+ then406

EMD(f, g) ≤
l

2
‖f − g‖L1(Ω) . (79)

Proof Let γ =
∫
Ω

(f − g)+dx and xc be such that ‖xc − x‖2 ≤ l/2 ∀x ∈ Ω then

EMD(f, g) = struc [f − g] ≤ EMD((f − g)+, γδxc ) + EMD(γδxc , (f − g)−)

≤
l

2

∥∥(f − g)+
∥∥
L1(Ω)

+
l

2

∥∥(f − g)−
∥∥
L1(Ω)

=
l

2
‖f − g‖L1(Ω) (80)

The last two lines could use a few details between them.407

Lemma 6 (Expectation bound by the standard deviation) Let η be a scalar random408

variable with zero mean such that Var[η] is finite. Then E [|η|] ≤
√

Var[η].409

Proof Let ψ be the probability distribution for η. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

E [|η|] ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
|x|ψ(x)dx ≤

(∫ ∞
−∞

x2ψ(x)dx
) 1

2
(∫ ∞
−∞

ψ(x)dx
) 1

2

=
(
Var[η]

)1/2
. (81)

410

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2, but first it is helpful to give a brief summary.411

To bound the EMD from above, we give a candidate transport plan that is based on the412

multigrid strategy depicted in Fig. 13 for the case d = 2. In this case, the strategy is to divide413

the domain into square windows with two square panels per side, as shown in Figure 13. The414

mass in each window is then redistributed in such a way that the new distribution is constant415

on each window. Each window then becomes a panel in a window that is a factor a factor of416

two larger in each dimension, and the process is repeated until the distribution on the entire417

square is constant. For d > 2, the plan is the same, except that each window is a hypercube418

2d panels. The cost of the complete transport plan can be bounded by the sum of the costs of419

the transport plan for each step. These costs are computed in the proof below and their sum420

leads to the bound in Theorem 1.421
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(a) H3 (b) H2 (c) H1

Fig. 13: The multigrid idea of Theorem 1 when ` = 3. At each step, a transport
plan is computed in each 2x2 window. Then the same problem is solved at the next
coarser scale. In the above figures, the arrow tip area is proportional to the mass
transported at each substep. The function Hi is defined in Eq. 91.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 2)422

Since struc [h`] = struc [h` − µ̄] we can assume, without loss of generality, that µ̄ = 0.423

Consider the case ` = 1, which will be used for the general setting later. We construct a two-424

step plan that first moves all of the mass in h+
1 to the point yc = (1/2, . . . , 1/2) at the center425

of the domain and then moves the mass from yc to h−1 .2426

Let γ =
∫
Ω
h+

1 dy =
∫
Ω
h−1 dy, µ0 =

∫
Ω
h1dy, and γ1,k = |η1,k−µ0||ω1,k|. Then EMD(h+

1 , γδyc ) =
EMD(γδyc , h−1 ) and

struc [h1] ≡ EMD(h+
1 , h

−
1 ) ≤ EMD(h+

1 , γδyc ) + EMD(γδyc , h−1 )

=
2d∑
k=1

EMD
(
|η1,k − µ0|χ1,k, γ1,kδyc

)
. (82)

Thus we turn our attention to computing the terms in the sum above. First,

EMD(|η1,k − µ0|χ1,k, γ1,kδyc ) = |η1,k − µ0|EMD(χ1,k, |ω1,k| δyc ). (83)

There is only one one admissible transport plan (see from Eq. 10) between χ1,k and |ω1,k|δyc ;427

it simply moves the mass around each point of ω1,k to yc:428

π
(
x(1), x(2)

)
= χ1,k(x(1))× δyc (x(2)) (84)

If we consider the more general case where ω1,k has side length l, then upon a change of429

coordinates,430

EMD(χ1,k, |ω1,k|δyc ) =
∫
Ω

∫
Ω

∥∥x(1) − x(2)
∥∥

2
χ1,k(x(1))× δyc (x(2))dx(1)dx(2)

=
∫
ω1,k

∫
Ω

∥∥x(1) − x(2)
∥∥

2
δyc (x(2))dx(1)dx(2)

=
∫
ω1,k

∥∥x(1) − yc
∥∥

2
dx(1) =

∫
[0,l]d

∥∥x(1)
∥∥

2
dx(1)

≤
√
d

∫
[0,l]d

∥∥x(1)
∥∥
∞
dx(1) ≤

√
d
ld+1

2

(85)

2 While the definition of the EMD in Eq. 10 is still well-defined for delta function, the
formula in Eq. 11 is not. Thus while we use Eq. 11 for numerical calculations, we often rely
on Eq. 10 for theoretical bounds.
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Substituting Eq. 83 and Eq. 85 into Eq. 82 gives431

struc [h1] ≤
2d∑
i=1

|η1,k − µ0|
√
dld+1

2
=
√
d

2d+2

2d∑
k=1

|η1,k − µ0|, (86)

where we have used the fact that when ` = 1, l = 2−1. A standard calculation shows that432

Var(|η1,k − µ|) ≤ Var(|η1,k|), i = 1, . . . , 2d. (87)

Further, w.l.o.g. E
[
η1,k
]

= 0 and Lemma 6 give:433

E
[
|η1,k − µ0|

]
≤ σ (88)

with Eq. 86 and get434

E [struc [h1]] ≤
√
d2d

2(d+2)

2d∑
k=1

E
[
|n1,k − µ0|

]
≤
√
d2d

2(d+2) σ =
√
d

4
σ. (89)

Now we consider the case when ` > 1. Define the functions

H`(y) = h`(y) =
2`d∑
k=1

η`,kχ`,k(y) (90)

Hi(y) =
2id∑
k=1

µi,kχi,k(y), where µi,k =
1
|ωi,k|

∫
ωi,k

Hi+1(y)dy, i = 0, 1, . . . , `− 1. (91)

Instances of Hi are shown in Fig. 13. The function h` can be written as the telescoping sum

h` = H` = (H` −H`−1) + (H`−1 −H`−2) + · · ·+ (H2 −H1) + (H1 −H0) +H0. (92)

Moreover, because Hi =
∑2d(i−1)

k=1 Hiχi−1,k, it follows that435

Hi −Hi−1 =
2d(i−1)∑
k=1

si−1,k, where si−1,k(y) =
(
Hi(y)− µi−1,k

)
χi−1,k(y). (93)

We apply struc [·] to Eq. 92, using Eq. 93, the triangle inequality, and the fact that struc [H0] =
0 (because it is a constant). The result is

struc [h`] ≤
`∑
i=1

struc [Hi −Hi−1] ≤
`∑
i=1

2d(i−1)∑
k=1

struc
[
si−1,k

]
. (94)

To evaluate struc
[
si−1,k

]
, we repeat the argument used to generate Eq. 86. This gives436

struc
[
si−1,k

]
≡ EMD(s+

i−1,k, s
−
i−1,k) ≤

√
dld+1

2

∑
k′:ωi,k′⊂ωi−1,k

|µi,k′ − µi−1,k|. (95)

By construction,437

µi−1,k = 2−d
∑

k′:ωi,k′⊂ωi−1,k

µi,k. (96)
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It follows that the random variable (µi+1,k′ − µi,k) that appears in Eq. 95 has zero mean.
Thus Lemma 6 applies and

E
[
|µi,k′ − µi−1,k|

]
≤
(
Var[|µi,k′ − µi−1,k|]

) 1
2 ≤

(
Var[|µi,k′ |]

) 1
2 := σi, (97)

where the last two inequalities above follows from standard probability theory. Also, because438

of Eq. 96, another standard probablity result gives439

σi = 2−
d
2 σi+1 = · · · = 2−

d
2 (`−i)σ`, i = 1, . . . , `. (98)

We now take the expectation of Eq. 95, using the fact that ωi,k′ has side length l = 2−i, along440

with the triangle and Eq. 98,. The result is441

E
[
struc

[
si−1,k

]]
≤
√
d2−i(d+1)−1

∑
k′:ωi,k′⊂ωi−1,k

2−
d
2 (`−i)σ` =

√
d2−

id
2 −i+d−

d`
2 −1σ` (99)

Substituting this bound into Eq. 94 gives

E [struc [h`]] ≤
`∑
i=1

2d(i−1)∑
k=1

√
d2−

id
2 −i+d−

d`
2 −1σ` =

√
dσ`

21+ `d
2

`∑
i=1

(
2
d
2−1
)i

(100)

If d = 2, then 2
d
2−1 = 1 and Eq. 100 becomes

E [struc [h`]] = E [struc [H`]] ≤
2σ`
21+i ` =

σ``

2`
. (101)

If d ≥ 3, then 2
d
2−1/(2

d
2−1 − 1) ≤ 4, so the geometric sum in Eq. 100 is

`∑
i=1

(
2
d
2−1
)i

=
2( d2−1)(`+1) − 2

d
2−1

2
d
2−1 − 1

≤
2
d
2−12( d2−1)`

2
d
2−1 − 1

≤ 2
`d
2 −`+2. (102)

Thus for d ≥ 3,

E [struc [h`]] ≤
√
dσ`

2
`
√
d

2 −`+2

21+ `
√
d

2

=
√
dσ`2−`+1 (103)

Finally, setting ε = 2−` gives442

E [struc [h`]] ≤ σ
{
−ε` log(ε`) when d = 2
2
√
dε` when d > 2

(104)

This completes the proof.443

Proof (Proof of Lemma 1) The proof follows directly from the definition of h` in the statement
of Thm. 1:

E
[
‖h`‖2

2
]

= E

[∫
[0,1)d

(h`(y))2 dy

]
=

2`d∑
k=1

E
[
η2
`,k

]
2−`d = 2−`d

2`d∑
k=1

σ2 = σ2. (105)

Proof (Proof of Theorem 2)444

Without loss of generality, assume that φ is positive a.e. (If not, simply replace φ by
φ−ess inf φ and use Eq. 68.) By construction, φ and R`φ have the same average over Y , which
we denote by µ. Thus by Lemmas 2 and 3,

struc [R`φ] = EMD(R`φ, µ) ≤ EMD(R`φ, φ) + EMD(φ, µ) = EMD(R`φ, φ) + struc [φ] .
(106)
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Hence

struc [R`φ]− struc [φ] ≤ EMD(R`φ, φ). (107)

One the other hand, switching the roles of R`φ and φ Eq. 106 gives

struc [φ]− struc [R`φ] ≤ EMD(R`φ, φ) (108)

Together Eq. 107 and Eq. 107 imply the bound

| struc [R`φ]− struc [R`φ] | ≤ EMD(R`φ, φ). (109)

We now bound EMD(R`φ, φ). For any `, i
∫
ω`,i

R`φdy =
∫
ω`,i

φdy. Thus by Lemma 4,445

EMD(R`φ, φ) ≤
2`d∑
i=1

EMD(R`φχ`,i, φχ`,i) (110)

and further by Lemma 5, for i = 1, . . . , 2`d

EMD(R`φχ`,i, φχ`,i) ≤ ‖R`φ− φ‖L1(ω`,i) d
1/22−` (111)

Now we bound ‖R`φ− φ‖L1(ω`,i). Since φ ∈ C1
(
Y
)
, it follows that, for y ∈ ω`,i

|R`φ(y)− φ(y)| =
1
|ω`,i|

∣∣∣∣∣
∫
ω`,i

(φ(y′)− φ(y))dy′
∣∣∣∣∣

≤ sup
y∈ω`,i

|∇φ(y)| sup
y∈ω`,i

|y′ − y| ≤ d1/22−` sup
y∈ω`,i

|∇φ(y)| (112)

Therefore446

‖R`φ− φ‖L1(ω`,i) ≤ |ω`,i|d
1/22−` sup

y∈ω`,i
|∇φ(y)| = d1/22−(d+1)` sup

y∈ω`,i
|∇φ(y)|. (113)

Combining Eq. 109, Eq. 111, and Eq. 113 yields

| struc [R`φ]− struc [φ] | ≤
2`d∑
i=1

d2−(d+2)` sup
y∈ω`,i

|∇φ(y)| ≤ d2−2` sup
y∈Y
|∇φ(y)| ≡ C(|∇φ|)dε2` ,

(114)

where C(|∇φ|) = supy∈Y |∇φ(y)| and ε` = 2−`. This completes the proof.447

B Line Integral Operators448

Recall from Section 3 the spaces U and B of functions defined on domainsX and Y , respectively.449

An operator L : U → B is a line integral operators (LIO), if ∀f ∈ U ,450

(Lf)(y) =
∫
Py

f(x)dx =
∫ 1

0
f(x̂(t; y))x̂′(t; y)dt, (115)

where for each y ∈ Y , Py = {x̂(t; y) : t ∈ (0, 1)} ⊂ X, and x̂(t; y) is continuous in t and y. In451

particular, if f is a continuous on X, then Lf is continuous on Y . Figs. 14b and 14a illustrate452

a LIO in two dimensions. The recipe we used to generate examples of x̂ is given below.453

To discretize L, we generate a path Py for each hypercube ω ⊂ Y . Line integrals along454

these paths are approximated via quadrature. For all LIOs, we use same the quadratures, and455

X, and Y .456

To construct the LIO for Experiments 1 - 3, we do the following.457
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(b) The curves Py . (c) Example of Perlin noise.

Fig. 14: An example of a LIO. Points on the right are used to generate curves on the
left of the same color. Coefficients for the parameterization in Eq. 117 of Py come
from Perlin noise.

1. Construction of numerical grids. In all of our computational examples, the domains
X and Y are unit squares in R2. We discretize these domains with Nx and Ny points,
respectively, on each side and define grid points

xi,j = (i∆x, j∆x) , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ Nx − 1, (116a)
yk,l = (k∆y, l∆y) , 0 ≤ k, l ≤ Ny − 1, (116b)

where ∆x = 1/Nx and ∆y = 1/Ny . We then generate values ui,j by sampling a prescribed458

function at the points xi,j . An illustrative example is given in Fig. 3a, where piecewise459

smooth rings have been sampled on a 64× 64 grid.460

2. Generation of smooth paths. To form x̂, we first sample coefficients αp,r for p = 0, . . . , 4
and r = 1, 2 from Perlin noise [25,26] of order four. In Fig. 14c, a realization of one such
coefficient as a function of y is shown on a 256× 256 grid. Given these coefficients, we let
x̄ = (x(1), x(2)) be polynomials in t:

x̄(r)(t; yk,l) =
4∑
p=0

αp,r(yk,l)
p!

tp, r = 1, 2, (117)

and then let x̂ be the following normalization of x̄:

x̂(r)(t; yk,l) =
x̄(r)(t; yk,l)−mins x̄(r)(s; yk,l)

maxs x̄(r)(s; yk,l)−mint x̄(r)(s; yk,l)
, r = 1, 2. (118)

3. To generate the components of L, we first compute

Ik,l =
{

(i, j)|∃s ∈ [0, 1] s.t.(i, j) = argmin
(i,j)

∥∥xi,j − x̂(s; yk,l)
∥∥} . (119)

and then set the values of L directly by

L(k,l),(i,j) =
{ 1
|Ik,l|

if (i, j) ∈ Ik,l.
0 else

(120)
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